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consistency of window glass we see today did
In my years as editor for Little Rock’s local
not come about until 1959, however.
historic preservation association’s newspaper, I
Many historic homes have replaced their
realized that there are many homeowners who
are “die hard” preservationists. Not only do they window glass with modern glass, but many
preservationists still prefer the look and feel of
live in historic homes, they want to maintain as
historic glass.
much of the original architectural integrity as
“Pre-1959 glass is typically thinner and
possible – including the window glass.
more brittle,” explained Scott Austin Sidler,
In my community – and I’m guessing in
owner of Austin Home Restorations in Orlando,
others as well – these preservationists are a
Florida, and author of TheCraftsmanBlog.com.
tight-knit group. When they find a contractor
“The older the glass, the more imperfections it
who knows about their community’s specific
will have, such as waviness, fish-eyes, etc.”
needs and who does a good job, word spreads
Cleaning Historic Windows
quickly. So, for instance, understanding
Cleaning historic windows is not a lot
historic window glass can help set your
different from cleaning modern windows,
company apart from other window cleaners,
except that you may need to avoid using a
even though the work is not much different
from most other residential cleaning jobs.
waterfed pole, depending on how long ago the
windows were sealed. Historic window are
A Brief History of Window Glass
Before 1900, window glass was hand blown
sealed with a putty glaze – not caulking – and
and expensive, especially large pieces, primarily it works wonderfully…when it works. However,
because it was not readily available. So most
it does need to be replaced at times, and those
windows are going to be prone to leaking from
windows contained small, individual glass
a waterfed pole. The last thing you want to
panes that let in light and helped keep out the
elements. But the glass was far from even and
do is get water on the home’s restored historic
clear, making outside images blurry.
hardwood floors!
Then in 1900, machine-drawn glass was
Also, extra care needs to be taken to keep the
created, which significantly improved the
glass from breaking. “The brittleness makes it
clarity of glass. Larger panels became available
prone to breakage,” Sidler explains. “And since it
(but nothing today’s options). The quality and
is not tempered, it breaks into long sharp shards
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that can be very dangerous.”
The following window cleaning tips are from
Jen Miret, Director of Marketing for Bendheim
Restoration Glass:
1. Know the right cleaners. Just like
regular window glass, mouth-blown glass can
be cleaned with non-abrasive, ammonia-free
commercial cleaners, household vinegar and
water solutions, or mild dish soap solutions.
Using warm (not hot) water will ensure dirt
is loosened without damaging the caulk and
wood frames, and the cleaning solution will not
evaporate too quickly.
2. Know the right tools. While commercial
window washers typically use a 14” or wider
squeegee to clean modern windows, the
relatively small size of antique window panes
and the waviness of the glass make lint-free
(terry) cloths a more convenient and efficient
tool way to wipe cleaning solutions off the
glass and framing. For small, stubborn spots
(not stains), a new razor blade can be used to
carefully scrape them off. The blade should be
moved in the same direction, not back-and-forth,
to avoid dragging dirt particles across the glass

surface, causing scratching. Also, special care
should be given not to confuse small air bubbles
and imperfections – a unique characteristic of
mouth-blown window glass – with dirt.  
3. Know your limitations. Finally, not all
deterioration can be cleaned or removed from
glass, and may require replacing the affected
panes. Etching, for example, can occur on
windows that have been exposed to wind-blown
grit over long periods of time, left unprotected
during sandblasting of masonry facades,
or exposed to masonry cleaners containing
hydrofluoric acid.
Getting into the Market
If this is a market that you really want
to get into, it’s important to get to know the
community – and be known by the community.
If there is a local preservationist organization
in your area, join it and get involved. These
groups regularly have fundraisers, so
donating your window cleaning services as an
auction item is another good way to become
recognized. As with any organization, the more
you put in, the more you’ll benefit yourself.

Historic Window Glazing – A Potential Niche Service
Many historic windows were glazed with a linseed oil
putty to make the panes air tight. Replacing window glaze
and putty is a niche market that can be a nice addition
for window cleaners in communities with lots of historic
residences. But it takes knowledge, skill and practice.
“Like most things on an old house, the putty glazing
has a specific lifespan (about 30-40 years),” explained
Scott Austin Sidler, owner of Austin Home Restorations
in Orlando, Florida, and author of TheCraftsmanBlog.
com. “As it ages it become more brittle and eventually
loses the elasticity that allows it to seal the window. The
glazing putty is an integral part of the window and should
be replaced when it is worn out.”
Removing the putty is a somewhat delicate process
because, again, the window glass is brittle and can break
fairly easily. Additionally, it requires removing paint
from around the windows first to expose the putty. The
paint around the window may contain lead, and lead paint
removal is regulated by the EPA.
Rather than try to explain the details of removing the
putty, I found a video located that shows the process.
(Click on the photo to go to the video.)
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Next you will need to apply new putty. Sidler has put
together a nice video on how to do this. (Click photo
below.)
Finally, Sidler also offers a
“Working With Old Windows”
workshop a couple times a
year where students learn how
to maintain and repair old
windows. To learn more about
the class and when it will next
be offered, email Sidler at
austinhomerestorations@gmail.
com.
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Click any item for more details
Pressure Washers

V-502-C Grease and Grime Remover for Concrete(*)
A perfect choice for when you need to penetrate and route out heavy grease, soil and grime on parking lots,
dumpster pads, drive thrus, and other high traffic concrete areas.

New

“V-502 is a really great cleaner to have in your arsenal. We have used it with pretty great success on oil stains and tire marks
and have found it to not only clean, but also brighten significantly!”
			
Curt Kempton - 5StarWindowCare.com

Surface Cleaners

Chemicals & Detergents

Elite Graffiti Remover (1 Gal)

R-202 Concrete Cleaner

Rust Remover Plus™

Penetrates and loosens spray paint graffiti and allows for easy removal of the
graffiti from masonry, brick, concrete,
stone, mild steel, stainless steel, painted
surfaces, and wood surfaces.

Cleans heavy grease, oil and scuff marks
from unpainted concrete, brick, stone,
and other alkaline water safe hard surfaces. USDA authorized for use in meat,
egg, dairy food packing and processing
plants. One 50 pound box makes 200 gal.
of solution

Rust Remover Plus™ is a perfect choice
for removing tough oil and rust stains
from concrete and exposed aggregate
surfaces. Just spray it onto dry concrete
with a pump up garden or chemical
sprayer and watch the rust and oil stains
disappear. After a a 5 to 10 minute dwell
time, you can pressure wash the area with
a 40 degree tip. Rust Remover Plus™ will
brighten the concrete as it dries.

(*) Denotes $27.00 shipping surcharge by UPS.

Our Soft Wash Machines are Contractor TESTED & Contractor APPROVED!™

Cleaning Supplies

Soft Wash in a Box™ Complete System
The Soft Wash in a Box is built in a heavy duty locking aluminum box for protection against the weather
and theft. The unit uses a powerful 12 volt Flojet Pentaflex pump that will pump up to 7 GPM at 80 PSI,
a heavy duty corrosion resistant on/off switch, and a breaker to protect electrical components. A chemical
resistant three way polypropylene flow valve is used to control flow through your system. The system can
be ordered with one or two tanks.

Parts & Accessories

A single tank system allows the user to pump concentrated cleaning agents from their original containers
directly to the systems blending tank, and redirect flow from the hose reel back to the blending tank to
agitate the mix.
A double tank system allows the user to pump concentrated cleaning agents from the original container
directly to one of the two tanks. Then redirect the flow from the tank containing the concentrate to the
mixing tank. This eliminates the need to make multiple trips back to the shop to get a blend for each job.
It also reduces the amount of liquid on the truck, so that blends can be made at the job site by just adding
water.

Pumps & Unloaders

Mustang

Training Materials

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

12 volt, 7 GPM, 80 PSI, Flojet
diaphragm pump with a maximum temperature of 160º F.
Water tight battery box
10”x16” aircraft grade aluminum frame
½” x 24” PVC Wand
VJ-0080B Brass Nozzle
¾” x 225’ Rubber Hose
Clear Vinyl Tubing with a mesh filter screen.

Colt
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 volt, 100 PSI diaphragm pump
with a max temp of 140°F.
JA-8000 Soft Wash Gun
1/2’”x 24” PVC Wand
1/4” stainless steel quick coupler socket
4 1/4” stainless steel quick coupler plugs
Four V-Jet Nozzles 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º
200’ of 5/8” poly braid hose
50 mesh filter screen

New Products at PowerWash.com

SPRAY
TIPS
Newsletter
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Our Spray Tips Newsletter is packed
with tips to help you build your business. Topics include tips for business
management, marketing, equipment
selection, and best practices for
increased efficiency.
Sign up at: www.PowerWash.com

Hudson Float Valve
This valve is ideal for any application
where it is necessary to control the level
of fluid.
•
No exterior moving parts
•
Resistant to freezing
•
Installs in seconds
•
No float ball
•
High volume
•
Rust-proof

FLOJET Accumulator Tank
The FLOJET Accumulator Tank gives you
the best of both worlds! High flow when you
need it and the ability to restrict the flow for
sensitive situations.
When the pump starts, liquid enters the reservoir compressing
the bladder until the maximum pressure for the pressure switch
is reached then the pump shuts off. Pump stays off until the minimum pressure is reached. Then pump turns on, reducing cycling
leading to longer switch and pump life.

